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Abstract: The Pedagogical Content Knowledge in an Educational Context (PCK-EC) model was used as the 
framework for understanding a teacher’s knowledge for teaching a specific mathematics topic with the use of 
technological tools. From the teacher’s comments and responses, themes were identified to elaborate on the 
dimensions of the model (Attitudes, Knowledge of Technology, Knowledge of Learners’ cognition, 
Knowledge of Subject matter, and Knowledge of Pedagogy). The dimensions are not isolated, but rather they 
are inter-related. The teacher PCK-EC was illustrated based on the strong inter-relationships found between 
themes. 
	  

	  
 
Introduction 
 

Understanding a teacher’s knowledge for teaching a specific topic with the use of technological tools (TT) 
requires us to link the teacher’s theoretical knowledge and teaching practice, but this has been difficult because “for 
many teachers, their practice and the knowledge/ideas/ theories that tend to influence that practice are often tacit” 
(Schön, 1983; Loughran, Mulhall & Berry, 2004). To facilitate this exploration it is important to develop a 
theoretical framework and a collection of prompts to support teachers as they describe their knowledge and attitudes 
with respect to the use of a TT in their teaching practice. Our first goal in examining the proposed PCK-EC model is 
to identify useful themes within each dimension.  Once this model has been fully illuminated, it might become a 
useful device to support teachers as they discuss the knowledge needed for teaching with TT, and provide coaches 
and colleagues with an effective mechanism to support the identification of an individual’s PCK strengths and 
development needs.  

 
 

Literature review 
 

Shulman’s conceptualization of teacher knowledge focused on the synergy between content and pedagogical 
knowledge, or pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). A third component, the technological knowledge was 
introduced later (Hughes, 2005; Niess, 2005), and Mishra and Koehler (2006) coined the combined framework, 
“technological pedagogical content knowledge” or “TPCK” (later renamed TPACK), as “a theoretical construct that 
helps researchers, teacher educators, and teachers themselves think about and ‘do’ technology integration in 
education” (Doering, Veletsianos, Scharber & Miller, 2009, p. 322). Doering et al. (2009) argued that in the use of 
the TPACK framework there are three limitations: (a) In teaching practices, the knowledge possessed by the teacher 
is different to the knowledge used; (b) The knowledge that a teacher uses “depends on varied factors including the 
specific classroom culture, students’ characteristics, school and district policy, and numerous other factors that can 
neither be predicted nor accounted for a priori” (p. 336); and (c) “Depending on the context of a situation and the 
various levels of knowledge a teacher has, certain domains of knowledge may be used more than others” (p. 336). 
They concluded that “. . . context influences both teacher knowledge and practice. In turn, teacher knowledge 



 
influences practice, and practice influences which types of knowledge are used more in the classroom” (Doering et 
al., 2009, p. 336). 

Stoilescu (2011) studied ways of using the TPACK framework to assist experienced teachers as they 
described their integration of computer technology in mathematics education. Stoilescu indicates that the TPACK 
framework supports teachers in analyzing and improving any activity in the classroom by being aware of the 
technology, mathematical content and pedagogy. He pointed out that three major challenges in using this framework 
are: (a) it needs to be studied under different academic and socio-cultural settings; (b) it needs to include “teachers’ 
attitudes, opinions, philosophy, and paradigms of teaching” (p. 198); and (c) “lack of clarity in determining with 
accuracy the TPACK components of the teacher” (p. 198). 

Niess (2011) suggested “Conceivably, at some future point, the attention will be redirected to PCK as the 
knowledge that teachers need for teaching where digital technologies are included among the many other 
technological resources teachers have for teaching” (p. 307). 

Taking into account these suggestions, the proposed PCK-EC model (as described in a related article; Peña-
Morales & Pelton, in press) offers a theoretical framework to assist in understanding or describing a teacher’s 
knowledge as it is situated within an educational context.  

The PCK-EC considers five dimensions: teacher’s Attitudes, Knowledge of Technology, Knowledge of 
Learners’ cognition, Knowledge of the Subject matter or Content knowledge, and Knowledge of Pedagogy. These 
dimensions are embedded in an educational context that comprises the curriculum, technological, social, cultural, 
and teaching–learning processes. 
 
 
Purpose and Research Questions 
 

The purpose of this research was to begin to examine the utility of a new framework called the “PCK-EC” by 
conducting a case study focusing on the dimension of Technology (note all dimensions and themes in the model are 
capitalized). The research question is: How effective and useful is the PCK-EC model in supporting the examination 
of a teacher’s PCK-EC as she teaches a specific topic using TT? 

 
  

Methodology 
 

In this case study, data was collected to study the teacher’s PCK-EC with an emphasis on the dimension of 
Technology. The data collection methods included: semi-structured initial and final interviews; teacher’s journals of 
reflection (completed after teaching each lesson); direct observations during lessons; observations from video 
recordings of lessons; transcripts from initial and final interviews; and other collected documents in regards to the 
educational context. All data was transcribed into text and discourse analysis was used to identify interpretive 
repertoires.  Interpretive repertoires allow us to identify and characterize groups of themes in each dimension of 
teacher’s knowledge. Inter-relationships between themes were identified to begin to illustrate the subject’s PCK-EC. 

 
 
Data analysis 
 

The interpretive repertoires method was used to examine the Mary’s (pseudonym) answers to interview 
questions and her reflective journals in order to identify collections of specific themes for each of the five 
dimensions of the proposed PCK-EC model.  A protocol of observations (direct observations and video recordings) 
complemented the analysis of the text supporting the identification and validation of the themes (adding details to 
the description of the themes and providing some examples of these themes in Mary’s teaching). Following this, we 
re-examined the themes to discover patterns and identify correspondences between two or more dimensions. 
Through this multi-step analysis process a more detailed description of Mary’s PCK-EC emerged with respect to the 
topic she was teaching and TT she was using. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Mary’s case 
 

Mary has been teaching mathematics in a public secondary school for seventeen years. She feels passionate 
about teaching and has taught mathematics at all levels for twenty-seven years in total. She was observed as she 
taught two topics: ‘definitive integral and area under a curve’ (grade twelve) and ‘linear and quadratic systems’ 
(grade eleven), for three and five weeks, respectively. Mary participated in an initial and a final interview that 
covered both of the topics taught, and kept a reflective journal (responding to prompts) separately for each grade. 

The tablet-computer was the main technological tool used during this case. Mary was also observed using 
other technological tools to support her practice.  These included: OneNote, a data projector, graphing calculators, 
worksheets (paper and electronic), a chalkboard, a textbook (paper and electronic), and Moodle. 
 
 
Educational Context 
 

The Western and Northern Canadian Protocol (2008), is the curriculum that prescribes what teachers must 
teach in the province of British Columbia. The participant teacher was teaching at a public secondary school in 
Greater Vancouver. The school is dual English and French Immersion with an enrollment of more than 1000 
students (2012/13), and has a variety of programs including Advanced Placement (AP). In this research, the teacher 
taught a regular course in grade 11, and an AP course in grade 12, with the topics of linear and quadratic systems 
and definite integrals, respectively. There were a total of 25 students in grade 11 (8 males, 17 females), and 14 
students in grade 12 (5 males, 9 females). Mary maintained a ‘traditional’ teaching environment. The tablet was 
already set up for the class, and Mary was the only one who worked with the tablet. She typically sat at the middle-
back of the classroom (beside the projector) to deliver the lesson. The presentation was projected onto a screen at the 
front of the classroom. 

 
 

Mary’s PCK-EC dimensions for specific topics (Pre-Calc. and Calc.) and TT used 
 

Themes were identified for each dimension by relating patterns of quotes (see Figure 1). For example, in the 
dimension of Attitudes, six themes were identified to represent Mary’s Attitudes (Useful, Visual enhancer, 
Convenience, Merging, Inspiring and Challenging).  
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Figure 1. Themes identified for each dimension from Mary’s PCK-EC. 



 
 

The PCK-EC model can provide insights for understanding the teacher’s knowledge for teaching a specific 
topic. Each topic may have unique characteristics for teaching that have to be considered by the teacher before, 
during and after teaching her lessons. To understand the characteristics that the teacher considers important for 
teaching the topic and also the way she related her knowledge and her attitudes as a whole is challenging.   

The dimensions of Mary’s knowledge were identified using several sources of information.  Because 
Attitudes must be expressed to be objectively captured, only interviews and reflective journals were used for this 
dimension. For the other dimensions (Technology, Learner’s cognition, Subject matter, and Pedagogy) the 
interviews and reflective journals were augmented with observations. 

In Mary’s responses and reflections, individual quotes often supported more than one theme (across 
dimensions) – these represent inter-relationships between themes. “I believe that the tablet is a convenient tool to 
help explain the concept of splitting the areas by making the graphing so visual. The use of colours makes it easy for 
me to stress the parts of the graph I am describing. It gives both the students and myself a reference point to discuss 
any lingering questions. It’s also easy for me to call up points made in previous lessons to connect today’s lesson 
with concepts already explained” (Mary’s journal of reflections, May 9, 2013, grade 12).  

Perspectives of inter-relationships changed as each dimension was analyzed. For example, when examining 
the dimension of Technology, we observed different inter-relationships between themes (within and across 
dimensions) compared to the inter-relationships we observed when examining the dimension of Pedagogy.  These 
inter-relationships between dimensions further enhance the description of Mary’s PCK-EC. Focusing on Technology 
we highlighted the strongest inter-relationships found between this dimension and the other dimensions (see Figure 
2). 
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Figure 2.  Strong relationships between themes of Mary’s knowledge of technology and other themes from other 
dimensions in Mary’s PCK-EC. 
 
 

Mary’s knowledge of Technology illustrates strong interrelationships with other dimensions through the 
themes of Selection, Integration and Interaction. She expressed that her Selection of TT was linked to her Attitudes.  
In particular, her use of one TT (the tablet) was inspired because of her familiarity with it and an understanding of 
its potential, and another TT (graphing calculator) was used because of its potential to enhance understanding 
through visual representations and the students’ familiarity with these devices.  



 
In addition, Mary approached her lessons with an understanding that technology needed to be integrated with 

the mathematics curriculum to assist in making visual connections and to support student learning with review. 
Finally, she expressed the benefits of the technology in terms of how the TT supported interactions in her classroom 
practice/pedagogy.  Particular examples include the questioning that occurred as content from the eTextbook was 
reviewed, and teamwork and discussions on mathematical concepts that were evident as students assisted each other 
in the use of graphing calculators. For example: “When it comes to graphic calculator, partners, they really do help 
me out. Sometimes, I feel like I need roller skates to get to each one that is having just a minor problem.  So, I find 
that helping them help each other, when they are using technology, that’s extremely helpful” (Mary’s initial 
interview, May 1, 2013) 

Although Mary indicated that some technological Affordances were useful, these types of comments were 
less frequent. Finally, Mary did not indicate that there were any strong interrelationships between Constraints and 
themes in other dimensions that significantly affected her teaching practice.   

Each of the other dimensions can be similarly examined with respect to the links found between themes in 
the context of teaching a specific mathematics topic (pre-Calculus/Calculus) with the use of technological tools (as 
selected by the teacher). For the Attitude dimension, the most important theme that emerged was how the 
technology acted as a Visual enhancer. This was most frequently interrelated with the themes of Guiding 
visualization, Pedagogical tool and Teamwork in the Pedagogy dimension.   

In the Learners cognition dimension, evidence suggested that the most important connections were between 
the Review theme in regards to the Affordances of the TT (Technology) and how they supported the Visual 
connections (Subject matter) that could be made and opportunities for Questioning (Pedagogy).  The Deficiency 
theme was also strongly connected to Constraints in Technology, Disconnection in Subject Matter and Questioning 
in Pedagogy. 

The Subject matter dimension was the dominant topic in Mary’s comments and teaching practice 
observations. To begin with, there were some strong intra-dimensional relationships within Subject matter linking 
the Visual connections theme to the Technology aid and Representations themes. Inter-dimensional relationships 
linked the Visual connections theme to Review (Learner’s cognition), Visual enhancer (Attitudes), Affordances 
(Technology), and Questioning, Teamwork and Guiding visualizations  (Pedagogy).  In her comments related to 
Subject matter, Mary most frequently shared comments linked to Pedagogy. In particular, she mentioned visualizing 
mathematical concepts and procedures through Questioning and graphical Representations of the topic. She also 
commented on the utility of Teamwork in connecting conceptual and procedural thinking using TT. 

The theme Pedagogical tool within the dimension of Pedagogy has a strong relationship with nine themes: 
Visual connections and Representations (Subject matter), Review and Assistance of TT (Learner’s cognition), 
Useful, Visual enhancer and Convenience (Attitudes), and Affordances and Interactions (Technology).  In general, 
the Pedagogy dimension was most frequently inter-related with the Subject matter dimension.  

When Mary was responding to questions on specific dimensions she frequently made connections to other 
dimensions (outgoing).  Often more information about a dimension was provided through these connecting 
comments (incoming from comments on other dimensions) than was provided directly.  Examining the outgoing and 
incoming connections between themes (in all dimensions) helps us to further define Mary’s PCK-EC (see figure 3).  
The average value for the outgoing and incoming connections for each dimension suggest that Mary relied more 
heavily on the Subject matter and Pedagogy dimensions to illustrate and support her choices, explanations and 
reflections.  Subject matter received the largest number of connections (average 21 outgoing and incoming links, 
representing 28.5% of the total links). Pedagogy was the next most frequently connected dimension (average 19.5 
outgoing and incoming links, representing 26.5% of total links), with the other dimensions Attitudes, Learners’ 
cognition and Technology receiving fewer links (16.5%, 14.5%, and 14%, respectively). 

Mary’s PCK-EC is not fixed or static. It is dependent upon the educational context (topic, class, etc.), and it 
evolves through her changing experience, and as she reflects on her practice. Using this PCK-EC model to examine 
Mary’s reflections and our observation of her practice, we can see that Mary’s choices to pragmatically adopt TT 
have enhanced her ability to communicate concepts/procedures through improved dynamic/interactive visual 
representations. Importantly, she indicated the advantages of sharing some static information on the blackboard (for 
reference), having a ready copy of class notes available both in class (Tablet) and out (Moodle), and integrating TT 
with the use of some traditional procedures in the teaching process (e.g., manual sketching of graphs and comparing 
those to results found on graphing calculators).  Mary pointed out “I still use the board now and then, especially 
when I’m teaching and I need some notes that need to be referred back to constantly, and students need to see the 
steps up there, so a more essential class” (Mary’s initial interview, May 1, 2013). Mary perceives herself as a 
learner, while she is integrating TT in her teaching.  
 



 

 
 

Figure 3. Mary’s PCK-EC with dimensions weighted according to the average percentage of outgoing and 
incomming comments (weights in proportion to area). 

 
 
Conclusion  
 

The proposed PCK-EC model is a framework of dimensions that can be used to identify themes to describe a 
teacher’s knowledge within an educational context by combining different sources of data. The PCK-EC model was 
particularly effective and useful as a tool to assist in the identification of collections of themes within each 
dimension and inter-relationships across dimensions. The protocol applied in identifying the PCK-EC model 
supported the teacher in reflecting on her own practice and highlighted the dynamic nature of a teacher’s PCK 
within an Educational Context both over time and topic.  

The application of this model by teachers and coaches might help teachers to identify and understand their 
own PCK, to reach consensus about central ideas for teaching a specific mathematics topic, and to reflect on the 
development of new teachers’ knowledge.   
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